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Abstract
In this paper we define fuzzy sequential topology(FST) on X which is
a subcollection of (IX)N satisfying the conditions given in the definition.
In this setting many pleasant properties of a countable number of fuzzy
topologies on X associated as components of a FST can be known.
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1 Introduction:
Let X be a non empty set and I = [0, 1] be the closed unit interval in the set R
of real numbers. Let Af (s) = {A
n
f }n and Bf (s) = {B
n
f }n be sequences of fuzzy
sets in X called fuzzy sequential sets in X and we define
i) Af (s) ∨Bf (s) = {A
n
f ∨B
n
f }n(union),
ii) Af (s) ∧Bf (s) = {A
n
f ∧B
n
f }n(intersection),
iii) Af (s) ≤ Bf (s) if and only if A
n
f ≤ B
n
f for all n ∈ N, N being the set of
positive integers,
iv) Af (s) ≤w Bf (s) if and only if there exists n ∈ N such that Anf ≤ B
n
f ,
v) Af (s) = Bf (s) if and only if A
n
f = B
n
f for all n ∈ N,
vi) Af (s)(x) = {A
n
f (x)}n, x ∈ X ,
vii) Af (s)(x) ≥M r if and only if A
n
f (x) ≥ rn for all n ∈M , where r = {rn}n is
a sequence in I. In particular if M = N, where N is the set of positive integers,
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we write Af (s)(x) ≥ r,
viii) X lf (s) = {X
n
f }n where l ∈ I and X
n
f (x) = l, for all x ∈ X , n ∈ N,
ix) Acf (s) = {1−A
n
f }n = {(A
n
f )
c}n, called complement of Af (s),
x) a fuzzy sequential set Pf (s) = {p
n
f }n is called a fuzzy sequential point if there
exists x ∈ X and a non zero sequence r = {rn}n in I such that
pnf (t) = rn, if t = x,
= 0, if t ∈ X − {x}, for all n ∈ N.
If M be the collection of all n ∈ N such that rn 6= 0, then we can write the
above expression as
pnf (x) = rn, whenever n ∈M ,
= 0, whenever n ∈ N−M .
The point x is called the support, M is called base and r is called the sequen-
tial grade of membership of x in the fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) and we write
Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r). If further M = {n}, n ∈ N, then the fuzzy sequential point is
called a simple fuzzy sequential point and it is denoted by (pnfx, rn). A fuzzy
sequential point is called complete if its base is the set of natural numbers. A
fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r) is said to belong to Af (s) if and only
if Pf (s) ≤ Af (s) and we write Pf (s) ∈ Af (s). It is said to belong weakly to
Af (s), symbolically Pf (s) ∈w Af (s) if and only if there exists n ∈M such that
pnf (x) ≤ A
n
f (x). If R ⊆ M and s is the sequence in I same to r in R and
vanishes outside R then the fuzzy sequential point Prf (s) = (p
R
fx, s) is called a
reduced fuzzy sequential point of Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r). A sequence (x, L) = {An}n
of subsets of X , where An = {x}, for all n ∈ L and An = Φ =the null subset of
X , for all n ∈ N− L, is called a sequential point in X .
2 Definitions and Results:
Definition 2.1 A family δ(s) of fuzzy sequential sets on a non empty set X
satisfying the properties
i) Xrf (s) ∈ δ(s) for all r ∈ {0, 1},
ii) Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ δ(s)⇒ Af (s) ∧Bf (s) ∈ δ(s) and
iii) for any family {Afj(s) ∈ δ(s), j ∈ J}, ∨
j∈J
Afj(s) ∈ δ(s).
is called a fuzzy sequential topology(FST) on X and the ordered pair (X , δ(s))
is called fuzzy sequential topological space(FSTS). The members of δ(s) are
called open fuzzy sequential sets in X . Complement of an open fuzzy sequential
set in X is called closed fuzzy sequential set in X.
Definition 2.2 If δ1(s) and δ2(s) be two FSTs on X such that δ1(s) ⊂ δ2(s),
then we say that δ2(s) is finer than δ1(s) or δ1(s) is weaker than δ2(s).
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Proposition 2.1 If δ be a fuzzy topology(FT) on X, then δN forms a FST on
X.
Proof. Proof is straightforward.
We may construct different FSTs on X from a given FT δ on X , δN is the
finest of all these FSTs. Not only that, any FT δ on X can be considered as a
component of some FST on X , one of them is δN, there are at least countably
many FSTs on X weaker than δN of which δ is a component. One of them is
δ
′
(s) = {Anf (s) = {A
n
f }n; A
n
f = A for all n ∈ N and A ∈ δ}.
Proposition 2.2 If (X, δ(s)) is a FSTS, then (X, δn) is a fuzzy topological
space(FTS), where δn={A
n
f ; A
n
f (s) = {A
n
f }n ∈ δ(s)}, n ∈ N.
Proof. Proof is omitted.
Definition 2.3 (X, δn), where n ∈ N, is called the nth component FTS of the
FSTS (X, δ(s)).
Proposition 2.3 Let Anf (s)={A
n
f }n be an open(closed) fuzzy sequential set in
the FSTS (X, δ(s)), then for each n ∈ N, Anf is an open(closed) fuzzy set in
(X, δn) but the converse is not necessarily true.
Proof. Proof of the first part is omitted. For the converse part let us take the
FSTS (X , δ(s)) where X is any non empty set and δ(s)={Xrf(s), r ∈ I}. Let
{rn}n be a strictly increasing sequence in I and Af (s)={A
n
f }n, where A
n
f=rn
and rn(x)=rn for all x ∈ X , n ∈ N. Clearly for each n ∈ N, Anf is open fuzzy set
in (X , δn) but Af (s)={A
n
f }n is not an open fuzzy sequential set in the FSTS
(X , δ(s)).
Definition 2.4 Fuzzy sequential sets Af (s)={A
n
f }n and Bf (s)={B
n
f }n are called
quasi-coincident, denoted by Af (s)qBf (s) if and only if there exists x ∈ X
such that Anf (x) > (B
n
f )
c(x), whenever Anf and B
n
f both are non 0. We write
Af (s)qBf (s) to say that Af (s) and Bf (s) are not quasi-coincident.
Definition 2.5 Fuzzy sequential sets Af (s)={A
n
f }n and Bf (s)={B
n
f }n are called
weakly quasi-coincident, denoted by Af (s)qwBf (s) if and only if there exists
x ∈ X such that Anf (x) > (B
n
f )
c(x) for some n ∈ N. We write Af (s)qwBf (s)
to mean that Af (s) and Bf (s) are not weakly quasi-coincident.
Definition 2.6 A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r) is called quasi-coincident
with Af (s)={A
n
f }n, denoted by Pf (s)qAf (s) if and only if P
n
f (x) > (A
n
f )
c(x)
for all n ∈ M . If Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r) is not quasi-coincident with Af (s), then we
write Pf (s)qAf (s).
Definition 2.7 A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r) is called weakly quasi-
coincident with Af (s)={A
n
f }n, denoted by Pf (s)qwAf (s) if and only if P
n
f (x) >
(Anf )
c(x) for some n ∈ M . If Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r) is not weakly quasi-coincident
with Af (s), then we write Pf (s)qwAf (s). If P
n
f (x) > (A
n
f )
c(x) for some n ∈
L ⊆ M , then we say that Pf (s) is weakly quasi-coincident with Af (s) at the
sequential point (x, L).
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Proposition 2.4 If the fuzzy sequential sets Af (s)={A
n
f }n and Bf (s)={B
n
f }n
are quasi-coincident, then each pair of non 0 fuzzy sets Anf and B
n
f is also so
but the converse is not necessarily true.
Proof. Proof of the first part is omitted. For the second part let Af (s)={A
n
f }n
and Bf (s)={B
n
f }n be fuzzy sequential sets on R where
A1f (x) =
2
3
, x ∈ (−∞, 0),
=
1
3
, x ∈ [0, ∞).
A2f (x) =
1
3
, x ∈ (−∞, 0),
=
2
3
, x ∈ [0, ∞).
Anf (x) =
3
4
, x ∈ R and n 6= 1, 2.
B1f (x) =
1
2
, x ∈ (−∞, 0),
=
2
3
, x ∈ [0, ∞).
B2f (x) =
1
4
, x ∈ (−∞, 0),
=
3
7
, x ∈ [0, ∞).
Bnf (x) =
1
2
, x ∈ R and n 6= 1, 2.
Clearly Anf qB
n
f for all n ∈ N but Af (s)qBf (s).
Corollary 2.1 A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r) is quasi-coincident
with a fuzzy sequential set Af (s)={A
n
f }n if and only if P
n
f and A
n
f are so for
each n ∈M .
Proof. Proof is straightforward.
Definition 2.8 A fuzzy sequential set Af (s) in the FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called a
neighbourhood(in short nbd) of a fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) if and only if there
exists Bf (s) ∈ δ(s) such that Pf (s) ∈ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s). A nbd Af (s) is called
open if and only if Af (s) ∈ δ(s).
Definition 2.9 A fuzzy sequential set Af (s) in the FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called a
weak nbd of a fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) if and only if there exists Bf (s) ∈ δ(s)
such that Pf (s) ∈w Bf (s) ≤ Af (s). A weak nbd Af (s) is called open if and only
if Af (s) ∈ δ(s).
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Definition 2.10 A fuzzy sequential set Af (s) in the FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called
a Q-nbd of a fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) if and only if there exists Bf (s) ∈ δ(s)
such that Pf (s)qBf (s) ≤ Af (s). A Q-nbd Af (s) is called open if and only if
Af (s) ∈ δ(s).
Definition 2.11 A fuzzy sequential set Af (s) in the FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called a
weak Q-nbd of a fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) if and only if there exists Bf (s) ∈
δ(s) such that Pf (s)qwBf (s) ≤ Af (s). A weak Q-nbd Af (s) is called open if
and only if Af (s) ∈ δ(s).
Proposition 2.5 Af (s) ≤w (≤)Bf (s) if and only if Af (s) and B
c
f (s) are not
(weakly) quasi-coincident. In particular Pf (s) ∈w (∈)Af (s) if and only if Pf (s)
is not (weakly) quasi-coincident with Acf (s).
Proof. Proof is omitted.
Proposition 2.6 Let {Afj(s), j ∈ J} be a family of fuzzy sequential sets in X.
Then a fuzzy sequential point Pf (s)qw(∨j∈JAfj(s)) if and only if Pf (s)qwAfj(s)
for some j ∈ J .
Proof. Let Pf (s)qw(∨j∈JAfj(s)) where Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r) and Afj(s) = {A
n
fj}n.
This implies
pkf (x) + S
k
f (x) > 1 for some n = k ∈M , where ∨j∈J Afj(s) = {S
n
f }n.
Therefore Skf (x) = 1− p
k
f (x) + εk where εk > 0.———————>(i)
Also Skf (x)− εk < A
k
fj(x) for some j ∈ J .————————>(ii)
From (i) and (ii) we have pkf (x) +A
k
fj(x) > 1, that is, Pf (s)qwAfj(s) for some
j ∈ J . Other implication is straightforward.
Corollary 2.2 If Pf (s)qAfj(s) for some j ∈ J , then Pf (s)q(∨j∈JAfj(s)),
where {Afj(s), j ∈ J} is a family of fuzzy sequential sets in X but not con-
versely.
Proof. Proof of the first part is omitted. For second part, let Afj(s) = {A
n
fj}n,
j = 1, 2 be fuzzy sequential sets in R, where
A1f1(x) = 0 for all x ∈ R− (0, 1),
=
1
4
for all x ∈ (0, 1).
A2f1(x) = 0 for all x ∈ R− (
1
3
,
2
3
),
=
2
3
for all x ∈ (
1
3
,
2
3
).
Anf1(x) = 0 = A
n
f2(x) for all x ∈ R, n 6= 1, 2
5
A1f2(x) = 0 for all x ∈ R− (−
1
2
, 1),
=
1
3
for all x ∈ (−
1
2
, 1).
A2f2(x) = 0 for all x ∈ R− (−
1
2
, 2),
=
1
5
for all x ∈ (−
1
2
, 2).
The fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (p
M
f0.5, r) where M = {1, 2}, r = {rn}n and
r1 = r2 =
7
10
is quasi-coincident with Af1(s) ∨ Af2(s) but it is not so with any
one of them.
Definition 2.12 A subfamily β of a FST δ(s) on X is called a base for δ(s) if
and only if to every Af (s) ∈ δ(s), there exists a subfamily {Bfj(s), j ∈ J} of β
such that Af (s) = ∨j∈JBfj(s).
Definition 2.13 A subfamily S = {Sfλ(s); λ ∈ Λ} of a FST δ(s) on X is called
a subbase for δ(s) if and only if {∧j∈JSfj(s); J =finite subset of Λ} forms a
base for δ(s).
Theorem 2.1 A subfamily β of a FST δ(s) on X is a base for δ(s) if and only
if for each fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) in (X, δ(s)) and for every open weak Q
nbd Af (s) of Pf (s), there exists a member Bf (s) ∈ β such that Pf (s)qwBf (s) ≤
Af (s).
Proof. The necessary part is straightforward. To prove its sufficiency, if possi-
ble let β be not a base for δ(s). Then there exists a member Af (s) ∈ δ(s)− β,
such that Of (s) = ∨{Bf (s) ∈ β; Bf (s) < Af (s)} 6= Af (s), and hence there
is an x ∈ X and an M ⊂ N such that Onf (x) < A
n
f (x), for all n ∈ M . Let
r = {rn}n where rn = 1 − O
n
f (x) > 0 whenever n ∈ M and rn = 0 whenever
n ∈ N − M , then Anf (x) + rn > O
n
f (x) + rn = 1, for all n ∈ M and (p
M
fx,
r) = Pf (s)qwAf (s). Therefore Af (s) is an open weak Q nbd of Pf (s). Now
Bf (s) = {B
n
f }n ∈ β, Bf (s) ≤ Af (s) ⇒ Bf (s) < Af (s) ⇒ Bf (s) ≤ Of (s) ⇒
Bnf (x) + rn ≤ O
n
f (x) + rn = 1 for all n ∈ M ⇒ Pf (s)qwBf (s) which is a
contradiction. Hence the proof.
Proposition 2.7 If β be a base for the FST δ(s) on X, then βn = {B
n
f ;
Bf (s) = {B
n
f }n ∈ β} will form a base for the component FT δn on X for
each n ∈ N but not conversely.
Proof. Proof of the first part is straightforward. For converse part we consider
the FSTS (R, δN), where R is the set of real numbers and δ = {r; r ∈ [0, 1]},
r(x) = r for all x ∈ R, which is a FT on R. Clearly βn = {r; r ∈ (0, 1) ∩Q},
where Q is the set of rational numbers, is a base for the component FT δNn on
X for each n ∈ N but β(s) = {Xrf (s); r ∈ (0, 1) ∩Q} is not a base for the FST
δN on X because Af (s) = {A
n
f }n where A
n
f = (
1
n
) for all n ∈ N is a open fuzzy
6
sequential set in (R, δN) but can not be written as a supremum of a subfamily
of β(s).
Definition 2.14 Let Af (s) be any fuzzy sequential set in a FSTS (X, δ(s)).
The closure Af (s) and interior
o
Af (s) of Af (s) are defined as
Af (s) = ∧{Cf (s); Af (s) ≤ Cf (s), C
c
f (s) ∈ δ(s)},
o
Af (s) = ∨{Of (s); Of (s) ≤ Af (s), Of (s) ∈ δ(s)}.
Proposition 2.8 If Af (s) = {Anf }n in (X, δ(s)), then cl(A
n
f ) ≤ A
n
f in (X, δn)
for each n ∈ N, where cl(Anf ) is the closure of A
n
f in (X, δn).
Proof. Proof is straightforward.
Here we cite such an example where the equality in the proposition 2.8 does
not hold. Let X = [0, 1] and δ(s) = {Xrf(s); r ∈ [0, 1]}. If Af (s) = Pf (s) =
(pN
f 1
3
, r), r = { 1
2
− 1
3n
}n, then Af (s) = X
1
2
f (s). Here cl(A
n
f ) = (
1
2
− 1
3n
), whereas
Anf = (
1
2
).
Definition 2.15 The dual of a fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r) is a
fuzzy sequential point Pdf (s) = (p
M
fx, t), where r = {rn}n, t = {tn}n and
tn = 1− rn for all n ∈M ,
= 0 for all n ∈ N−M .
Theorem 2.2 Every Q nbd of a fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) is weakly quasi-
coincident with a fuzzy sequential set Af (s) implies Pf (s) ∈ Af (s) implies every
weak Q nbd of Pf (s) and Af (s) are weakly quasi-coincident.
Proof. Let Pf (s) = (p
M
fx, r). Pf (s) ∈ Af (s) if for every closed fuzzy sequential
set Cf (s) ≥ Af (s), Pf (s) ∈ Cf (s), that is p
n
f (x) ≤ c
n
f (x) for all n ∈ M =⇒
Pf (s) ∈ Af (s) if for every open fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) = {B
n
f }n ≤ A
c
f (s),
Bnf (x) ≤ 1− p
n
f (x) for all n ∈M ; that is Pf (s) ∈ Af (s) if for every open fuzzy
sequential set Bf (s) = {B
n
f }n satisfying B
n
f (x) > 1 − p
n
f (x) for all n ∈ M ,
Bf (s)  Acf (s), which implies the first part. Now let Pf (s) ∈ Af (s). If possible
let there exists a weak Q nbd Nf (s) of Pf (s) such that Nf (s)qwAf (s). Then
there exists an open fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) such that Pf (s)qwBf (s) ≤ Nf (s).
Now Nf (s)qwAf (s) and Bf (s) ≤ Nf (s) ⇒ B
n
f (x) + A
n
f (x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ X,
n ∈ N ⇒ Af (s) ≤ Bcf (s)⇒ Pf (s) ∈ B
c
f (s) ⇒ p
n
f (x) + B
n
f (x) ≤ 1 for all n ∈ N.
This contradicts the fact that Pf (s)qwBf (s). Hence the result follows.
Corollary 2.3 A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) ∈ Af (s) if and only if each nbd
of its dual point Pdf (s) is weakly quasi-coincident with Af (s).
Proof. Proof is straightforward since Q nbd of a fuzzy sequential point is
exactly the nbd of its dual point.
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Theorem 2.3 A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) ∈
o
Af (s) if and only if its dual
point Pdf (s) /∈ Acf (s).
Proof. Let Pf (s) ∈
o
Af (s) ⇒there exists an open fuzzy sequential set Bf (s)
such that Pf (s) ∈ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s) ⇒ Bf (s) and A
c
f (s) are not weakly quasi-
coincident⇒ Pdf (s) /∈ Acf (s). Conversely let Pdf (s) /∈ A
c
f (s). Then there exists
an open nbd Bf (s) of Pf (s) which is not weakly quasi-coincident with A
c
f (s)⇒
Pf (s) ∈ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s)⇒ Pf (s) ∈
o
Af (s).
Proposition 2.9 In a FSTS (X,δ(s)), the following hold:
(i) Xrf (s) = X
r
f (s), r ∈ {0, 1}, (ii) Af (s) is closed if and only if Af (s) = Af (s),
(iii) Af (s) = Af (s), (iv) Af (s) ∨Bf (s) = Af (s) ∨ Bf (s), (v) Af (s) ∧Bf (s) ≤
Af (s) ∧ Bf (s), (vi) (X
r
f (s))
o = Xrf (s), r ∈ {0, 1}, (vii) Af (s) is open if and
only if
o
Af (s) = Af (s), (viii) (
o
Af (s))
o =
o
Af (s), (ix) (Af (s)∧Bf (s))
o =
o
Af (s)∧
o
Bf (s), (x) (Af (s) ∨ Bf (s))
o =
o
Af (s) ∨
o
Bf (s), (xi)
o
Af (s) = (Acf (s))
c
, (xii)
Af (s) = (Acf (s))
o, (xiii) (Af (s))
c = (Acf (s))
o, (xiv) (Acf (s)) = (
o
Af (s))
c.
Proof. Proof is straightforward.
Definition 2.16 A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) is called an adherence point of
a fuzzy sequential set Af (s) if and only if every weak Q nbd of Pf (s) is weakly
quasi-coincident with Af (s).
Definition 2.17 A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) is called an accumulation point
of a fuzzy sequential set Af (s) if and only if Pf (s) is an adherence point of Af (s)
and every weak Q nbd of Pf (s) and Af (s) are weakly quasi-coincident at some
sequential point having different base or support from that of Pf (s) whenever
Pf (s) ∈ Af (s).
Proposition 2.10 Any reduced sequential point of an accumulation point of a
fuzzy sequential set is also an accumulation point of it.
Proof. Proof is omitted.
From the proposition 2.10, we see that any simple reduced sequential point
of an accumulation point of a fuzzy sequential set is also an accumulation point
of it but the converse is not true. For let X = {a, b} and δ(s) = {Xrf (s), Gf (s);
r ∈ {0, 1}} where Gf (s) = {G
n
f }n, G
n
f (a) =
1
2
Gnf (b) = 0 for n ∈ N. Let
Af (s) = {A
n
f }n where A
n
f = (
2
3
) for n = 1, 2 and Anf = 0 otherwise. Then the
fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (p
M
fa, r) where r = {rn}n with r1 = r2 =
2
3
and
rn = 0 otherwise, is not an accumulation point of Af (s) though (p
1
fa,
2
3
) and
(p2fa,
2
3
) both are accumulation point of Af (s).
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Definition 2.18 The union of all accumulation points of a fuzzy sequential set
Af (s) is called the fuzzy derived sequential set of Af (s) and it is denoted by
d
Af (s).
Theorem 2.4 In a FSTS (X, δ(s)), Af (s) = Af (s) ∨
d
Af (s).
Proof. Let Ω = {Pf(s); Pf (s) is an adherence point of Af (s)}. Then Af (s) =
∨Ω. Now let Pf (s) ∈ Ω then two cases may arise, Pf (s) ∈ Af (s) or Pf (s) /∈
Af (s). If Pf (s) /∈ Af (s) then Pf (s) ∈
d
Af (s), hence Pf (s) ∈ Af (s) ∨
d
Af (s).
Therefore ,
Af (s) = ∨Ω ≤ Af (s) ∨
d
Af (s).−−−−−−−−−−− (1).
Again, Af (s) ≤ Af (s) and since any accumulation point Pf (s) of Af (s) belongs
to Af (s) which implies
d
Af (s) ≤ Af (s). Therefore ,
Af (s) ∨
d
Af (s) ≤ Af (s)−−−−−−−−−−− (2).
From (1) and (2) the result follows.
Corollary 2.4 A fuzzy sequential set is closed in a FSTS (X, δ(s)) if and only
if it contains all its accumulation points.
Proof. Proof is straightforward.
Remark 2.1 The fuzzy derived sequential set of any fuzzy sequential set may
not be closed as shown by example 2.1.
Example 2.1 Let X = {a, b}, δ(s) be the FST having base β = {X1f (s)} ∨ {
X0f (s)} ∨ {Pf (s), Gf (s)}, where G
n
f (b) = 1 ∀ n ∈ N, G
n
f (a) = 0 ∀ n ∈ N and
Pf (s) = (p
M
fa, r), where M = {1, 2, 3}, r1 = 0.5, r2 = 1, r3 = 0.3, rn = 0 ∀
n 6= 1, 2, 3. Here the fuzzy derived sequential set of (p3fa, 0.3) is not closed.
Proposition 2.11 The fuzzy derived sequential set of a fuzzy sequential point
equals the union of the fuzzy derived sequential sets of all its simple reduced
fuzzy sequential points.
Proof. The proof is omitted.
Proposition 2.12 If the fuzzy derived sequential set of each of the simple re-
duced fuzzy sequential points of a fuzzy sequential point is closed, then the derived
sequential set of the fuzzy sequential point is closed.
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Proof. Let Af (s) = (p
M
fx, r) be a fuzzy sequential point. Let Df (s) be the fuzzy
derived sequential set of Af (s). Let Dnf (s) be the fuzzy derived sequential set
of Anf (s) = (p
n
fx, rn), n ∈ M . Suppose Dnf (s) is closed for all n ∈ M . Let
Pf (s) be an accumulation point of Df(s).
Now, Pf (s) /∈ Df (s)
=⇒ Pf (s) is not an accumulation point of (p
M
fx, r)
=⇒ ∃ a weak Q-nbd Bf (s) of Pf (s) which is not weakly quasi coincident with
(pMfx, r)
=⇒ Bf (s) is not weakly quasi coincident with (p
n
fx, rn) ∀ n ∈M .
=⇒ Pf (s) /∈ Dnf (s) ∀ n ∈M
=⇒ Pf (s) is not an accumulation point of Dnf (s) ∀ n ∈ M (since Dnf (s) is
closed ∀ n ∈M)
=⇒ Pf (s) is not an accumulation point of ∨n∈MDnf (s) = Df (s), a contradic-
tion. Hence proved.
Remark 2.2 Converse of proposition 2.12 is not true as shown by example 2.2.
Example 2.2 Let X = {a, b}, δ(s) be the FST having base β = {X1f (s)} ∨ {
X0f (s)} ∨ {Pf (s), Gf (s)}, where G
n
f (b) = 1 ∀ n ∈ N, G
n
f (a) = 0 ∀ n ∈ N and
Pf (s) = (p
M
fa, r), where M = {1, 2, 3}, r1 = 0.5, r2 = 1, r3 = 0.3, rn = 0 ∀
n 6= 1, 2, 3. Here the fuzzy derived sequential set of Pf (s) is closed but the fuzzy
derived sequential set of (p3fa, 0.3) is not closed.
Lemma 2.1 Let Af (s) = (p
k
fx, r) be a fuzzy sequential point in FSTS (X,
δ(s)). Then,
(i) For y 6= x, Af (s)(y) = A
d
f (s)(y).
(ii) If Af (s)(x) >P r, Af (s)(x) =P A
d
f (s)(x), where P ⊂M .
(iii) If Af (s)(x) >M r, Af (s)(x) = A
d
f (s)(x).
(iv) If Adf (s)(x) = 0 =sequence of real zeros, then Af (s)(x) = r.
(v) If Af (s) is simple then converse of (iv) is true.
Lemma 2.2 Let Af (s) = (p
k
fx, rk) be a simple fuzzy sequential point in FSTS
(X, δ(s)). Then,
(i) If Adf (s)(x) is a non zero sequence, then Af (s) = A
d
f (s).
(ii) If Adf (s)(x) = 0 =sequence of real zeros, then A
d
f (s) is closed iff ∃ an open
fuzzy sequential set B@f (s) such that B
@
f (s)(x) = 1 and for y 6= x, B
@
f (s)(y) =
{Af (s)}
c(y) = {Adf (s)}
c(y).
(iii) Adf (s)(x) = 0 =sequence of real zeros iff ∃ an open fuzzy sequential set
Bf (s) such that Bf (s)(x) = 1 − r where r = {rn}n and rn = 0 if n 6= k,
rn = rk if n=k.
Theorem 2.5 The fuzzy derived sequential set of each fuzzy sequential set is
closed iff the fuzzy derived sequential set of each simple fuzzy sequential point is
closed.
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Proof. The necessity is obvious. Conversely, supposeHf (s) is a fuzzy sequential
set. We will show that Hdf (s) = Df (s) is closed. Let Pf (s) = (p
k
fx, rk) be an
accumulation point of Df (s). It is sufficient to show that Pf (s) ∈ Df(s). Let
r = {rn}n where rn = rk for n = k and rn = 0 ∀ n 6= k. Now Pf (s) ∈
Df (s) = Hdf (s) ≤ Hf (s) = Hf (s). Therefore Pf (s) is an adherence point of
Hf (s). If Pf (s) /∈ Hf (s), then Pf (s) is an accumulation point of Hf (s), that is
Pf (s) ∈ Df (s) and we are done.
Let us assume Pf (s) ∈ Hf (s)
=⇒ r ≤ Hf (s)(x) = ρ (say)
=⇒ rk ≤ H
k
f (x) = ρk
Now consider the simple fuzzy sequential point Af (s) = (p
k
fx, ρk). Let ρ
′ =
{ρ′n}n where ρ
′
k = ρk and ρ
′
n = 0 ∀ n 6= k. There are two possibilities concerning
Adf (s).
Case I. Adf (s)(x) = ρ1 is a non zero sequence. Now Af (s)(x) ≥ Af (s)(x) = ρ
′
By lemma 2.1(v), Af (s)(x) > ρ
′
=⇒ Adf (s)(x) = Af (s)(x) > ρ
′
=⇒ ρ1 > ρ
′
=⇒ ρ1k > ρk = A
k
f (x) = H
k
f (x)
Hence the simple fuzzy sequential point Qf(s) = (p
k
fx, ρ1k) /∈ Hf (s). but since
Qf(s) ∈ A
d
f (s) ≤ Af (s) ≤ Hf (s), Qf (s) is an accumulation point of Hf (s), that
is Qf (s) ∈ Df (s). Moreover rk ≤ ρk < ρ1k
=⇒ rk < ρ1k
=⇒ Pf (s) ∈ Df(s).
Case II. Adf (s)(x) = 0. LetBf (s) be an arbitrary weak Q-nbd of Af (s) and hence
of Pf (s). In view of lemma 2.2(ii), ∃ an open fuzzy sequential set B
@
f (s) such
that B@f (s)(x) = 1 and for y 6= x, B
@
f (s)(y) = {Af (s)}
c(y). Let Cf (s) = Bf (s)∧
B@f (s). Then Cf (s)(x) = Bf (s)(x) which implies C
k
f (x) = B
k
f (x) > 1 − rk.
Thus Cf (s) is a weak Q-nbd of Pf (s). Hence Cf (s) and Df (s) are weakly quasi
coincident, that is ∃ a point z and n ∈ N such that Dnf (z) +C
n
f (z) > 1. Owing
to the fact that Df (s) is the union of all the accumulation points of Hf (s), ∃
an accumulation point P ′f (s) = (p
n
fz , µn) such that µn + C
n
f (z) > 1. Therefore
Cf (s) is a weak Q-nbd of P
′
f (s). Let µ = {µn}n where µn 6= 0 and µm = 0 ∀
m 6= n. The proof will be carried out, according to the following subcases:
Subcase I. When n=k.
(a) when z = x and µ ≤ ρ′, then P ′f (s) ∈ Hf (s). Since P
′
f (s) is an accumulation
point of Hf (s), every weak Q-nbd of P
′
f (s) (and hence Bf (s)) and Hf (s) are
weakly quasi coincident at some point having different base or different support
than that of Pf (s).
(b) When z = x and µ > ρ′, then P ′f (s) /∈ Hf (s). From lemma 2.2(iii), ∃ an
open fuzzy sequential set B′f (s) such that B
′
f (s)(x) = 1− ρ
′ > 1−µ. Therefore
Gf (s) = Cf (s) ∧B
′
f (s) is also a weak Q-nbd of P
′
f (s). Hence Gf (s) and Hf (s)
are weakly quasi coincident. Since Gf (s)(x) ≤ B
′
f (s)(x) = 1− ρ
′
=⇒ Gkf (x) ≤ B
′k
f (x) = 1− ρk
Thus Gf (s) (and hence Bf (s)) and Hf (s) are weakly quasi coincident at some
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point having different base or different support than that of Pf (s).
(c) When z 6= x.
We haveB@f (s)(z) = {Af (s)}
c(z). Also {Af (s)}
c = {Acf (s)}
◦. Since {Acf (s)}
◦(z) =
B@f (s)(z) ≥ Cf (s)(z), ∃ an open fuzzy sequential set B
′′
f (s) ≤ A
c
f (s) such that
B′′kf (z) ≥ C
k
f (z)(z) > 1 − µk. Therefore G
′
f (s) = Bf (s) ∧ B
′′
f (s) is also a weak
Q-nbd of P ′f (s) and hence is weakly quasi coincident with Hf (s).
Since B′′f (s) ≤ A
c
f (s)
=⇒ B′′f (s)(x) ≤ 1−Af (s)(x)
=⇒ B′′kf (x) ≤ 1−A
k
f (x) = 1−H
k
f (x).
Thus G′f (s) (and hence Bf (s)) is weakly quasi coincident with Hf (s) at some
point having different base or different support than that of Pf (s).
Subcase II. When n6=k.
(a) Suppose z = x. We have B′f (s)(x) = 1− ρ
′
=⇒ B′nf (x) = 1 > 1− µn
So B′f (s) is a weak Q-nbd of P
′
f (s). Hence Gf (s) = Cf (s) ∧ B
′
f (s) is a weak
Q-nbd of P ′f (s) and so it is weakly quasi coincident with Hf (s).
Now Gf (s)(x) ≤ B
′
f (s)(x) = 1− ρ
′.
=⇒ Gkf (x) ≤ B
′k
f (x) = 1− ρk = 1−H
k
f (x).
So Hf (s) and Gf (s) are weakly quasi coincident at some point having different
base or different support than that of Pf (s).
(b) When z 6= x, the proof is same as Subcase I (c).
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